ygap's impact story

As of June 2019 ygap First Gens has...

- **3** programs run
- **36** ventures supported
- **10** SDGs addressed

With ygap's support, these ventures are...

**After 1 Year**
- 87.5% are still operating
- Growing their revenue by an average factor of **21x**
  ($1,000 becomes $21,000)
- Growing their social impact by a factor of **17x**
  (100 becomes 1,700)

**After 2 Years**
- **36** jobs have been created
- **4** ventures have raised further investment
- **114** strategic connections have been facilitated by ygap

These ventures have provided...

- **4,214** opportunities for people to lift themselves out of disadvantage

Where First Gens participants originated from...